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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate the unintended adverse consequences of introducing electronic health records (EHR) in residential aged care homes (RACH) and to examine the causes of these unintended adverse consequences.

Method: A qualitative interview study was conducted in nine RACHs belonging to three organisations in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland, Australia. A longitudinal investigation after the implementation of the aged care EHR systems was conducted at two data points: January 2009 to December 2009 and December 2010 to February 2011. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 110 care staff members identified through convenience sampling, representing all levels of care staff who worked in these facilities. Data analysis was guided by DeLone and McLean Information Systems Success Model, in reference with the previous studies of unintended consequences for the introduction of computerised provider order entry systems in hospitals.

Results: Eight categories of unintended adverse consequences emerged from 266 data items mentioned by the interviewees. In descending order of the number and percentage of staff mentioning them, they are: inability/difficulty in data entry and information retrieval, end user resistance to using the system, increased complexity of information management, end user concerns about access, increased documentation burden, the reduction of communication, lack of space to place enough computers in the work place and increasing difficulties in delivering care services. The unintended consequences were caused by the initial conditions, the nature of the EHR system and the way the system was implemented and used by nursing staff members.

Conclusions: Although the benefits of the EHR systems were obvious, as found by our previous study, introducing EHR systems in RACH can also cause adverse consequences of EHR avoidance, difficulty in access, increased complexity in information management, increased documentation burden, reduction of communication and the risks of lacking care follow-up, which may cause negative effects on aged care services. Further research can focus on investigating how the unintended adverse consequences can be mitigated or eliminated by understanding more about nursing staff’s work as well as the information flow in RACH. This will help to improve the design, introduction and management of EHR systems in this setting.
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1. Introduction

Health record management is a fundamental component of nursing and one of the most important tasks nursing staff in residential aged care homes (RACHs) undertake [1, 2]. It is also the task that nursing staff is often frustrated with. It is a well-documented fact that paper records cannot effectively support modern care services because of the inefficiency and difficulties of accessing, entering and retrieving data that may be inaccurate, illegible, incomplete or out-of-date. In addition, the recording tasks take nursing staff away from their core duty of providing direct care to the elderly [2-8]. In order to meet the needs of person-centred care, improve record management, comply with health regulations, support efficient information exchange between health care providers for multidisciplinary collaboration through the continuum of care, electronic health records (EHR) are being increasingly introduced in RACHs in Australia to replace paper-based records [1, 5, 9, 10].

The expectation is that EHR systems in RACHs will replace paper records and overcome the aforementioned deficiencies. Our longitudinal, multiple case study in nine RACHs in three states/territories in Australia has identified the following benefits of the EHR systems [11]: legibility; ease of access; quick data entry and retrieval; convenience in data storage and distribution; improvement in the quality of individual residents’ health records; better information management in the organisation; information and knowledge growth as well as empowering the staff; better communication between the residents and aged care staff, among the staff members and with external health care providers; an increase in the management’s ability to monitor and control the care delivery and quality; an improvement in the working environment and educational benefits.

Despite successes and benefits, by and large EHR adoption has been slow internationally [12-14]. The effects and functions of IT applications in work practices are not pre-determined, but evolve within the specific sociotechnical contexts of these practices. To ensure the introduced system and practice meet the expectations, any weaknesses or risks associated with the introduction of EHR, any unintended adverse consequences (UACs) on the elderly, the nursing staff and the organisations need to be identified, categorised and documented [5, 15]. This in-depth understanding can help decision makers better design strategies and approaches for the deployment of the systems which will avoid mistakes and achieve the optimal outcomes [16].
Unintended consequences (UC) are those consequences, either fortunate or unfortunate, which are neither anticipated nor planned for but come about due to the introduction of EHRs [17]. Unintended adverse consequences (UACs) [18] can become impediments to the quality of record management and care [19]. Careful identification, description and categorisation of UCs can help stakeholders predict, monitor and manage them [19]. With a good understanding of UCs, it is hoped that EHR systems can be designed, implemented and used effectively to avoid undesired outcomes in complex health care environments [17, 20, 21].

Several studies have identified the UCs of computerised provider order entry (CPOE) systems in hospitals and clinical centres in the United States [17-20, 22, 23]. Ash et al. categorised these UCs into desirable or undesirable and direct or indirect ones, drawing on the literature [14]. These include: increased documentation burden (including inefficiency of entering and retrieving information); unfavourable workflow; never-ending system demands; the continued use of paper documents; difficulty and reduction of multidisciplinary communication among care providers; difficulty to adopt the system or even rejection of its use; information and medication administration errors; unexpected changes in the power structure and overdependence on the technology [17, 20].

A study which interviewed 83 clinicians, suggested that stakeholders were usually unaware of the UCs of the systems [23]; however, a nation-wide telephone survey at 561 hospitals and interviews at 176 hospitals led to the suggestion that UCs were prevalent whenever CPOE systems were introduced in hospitals [19]. In an expert group discussion of the above results, it is recommended that continuous management of UCs is needed to ensure system success [22].

Koppel et al. [24] also report that a leading CPOE system in a tertiary hospital in the United States frequently caused medication errors. By analysing and synthesising the results of previous research [17, 20], Harrison et al. [21] have developed a conceptual model of 5 ‘interactive sociotechnical analysis types’ to draw the attention of practitioners to UCs during health information technology implementation. These include: new IT changes the existing social system, technical and physical infrastructures mediate health information
technology (HIT) use, social system mediates HIT use, HIT-in-use changes the social system, HIT-social system interactions engender HIT redesign [21].

In addition to CPOE systems, the UCs of other HIT systems, such as electronic medication management systems, have been studied. One study has focused on an electronic medication administration record system in 5 nursing homes [25] and another on a barcode medication administration system in 5 hospitals [26]. Two studies find that the systems lead to workarounds of both nursing home staff and nurses and physicians in hospitals because the information flow in the system does not match real workflow. This may have critical implications for patient safety as it may increase medication error [25, 26]. In addition, it has been found that an electronic medical record system which is isolated from the rest of the IS in a local facility can reduce clinicians’ productivity [27].

There are also studies identifying undesired consequences of EHR systems in hospitals and private practice settings. Linder et al. [28] found that despite the high cost of introducing it, an EHR system used in a hospital in the United States brought neither an obvious return on investment, nor an improvement in the quality of daily ambulatory care. Cresswell et al. [29] report that hospital nurses had to spend more time running paper and electronic records in parallel because of the limited functionality of the EHR system. Previous studies have also shown general practitioners’ (GPs’) anxiety and fear of using EHRs in private practice in Austria, caused by concerns about data accuracy, privacy and security as well as the change of workflow, without experiencing any obvious benefits [30].

There are a few previous studies in residential [15, 31, 32] and community [33] aged care settings suggesting that EHR systems reduced record accessibility, decreased the efficiency of documentation and led to poor quality and incomplete records and an increased error rate. To date, little is known about the unintended consequences of EHR systems in RACHs despite the vital importance of this knowledge for EHR success. Berg suggests that the potential roles of IT applications in health care are best understood by a socio-technical qualitative research approach [34] to gather empirical knowledge, using methods such as participant observation and interviews. We have reported the findings of our qualitative interview study on the benefits of EHR systems [1] and observational study into the impact of the systems on care staff’s work [35, 36].
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to report the UAC of these systems and their causes as perceived by care staff members at all levels of the participant aged care organisations.

2. Methods

2.1. The study sites
Nine RACHs belonging to 3 organisations -- RSL Care, Uniting Care Ageing South Eastern Region and Warrigal Care -- participated in the study through a formal research partnership with the University of Wollongong. The RACHs, located in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT), New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland, provided either high, or both high and low levels of care services. The size of the RACHs ranged from 60 to 152 beds. Six RACHs were located in urban areas, 2 were in regional areas and one in a rural region.

2.2 Theoretical framework
DeLone and McLean’s Information Systems Success Model (D&M IS Success Model) [37] has been adopted as the theoretical framework in this study in order to measure the UCs of the EHR systems in RACHs. The components of the original model include system quality, information quality, use, user satisfaction, individual impact and organisational impact [38]. The updated model provides a comprehensive taxonomy of IS success variables: system quality, information quality, service quality, use, user satisfaction and net benefits [37]. According to Delone and McLean [37], system quality measures the characteristics of an IS in terms of adaptability, availability, reliability, response time and usability. Information quality captures the content of an IS. The common metrics for measuring it are completeness, ease of understanding, personalisation, relevance and security. Service quality is the overall support delivered by the service provider. The service may be provided by the IS department, the outside system vendor or a third party service provider such as an internet service provider (ISP). It is measured by assurance, empathy and responsiveness. Use or usage measures everything from a visit to an IS, to navigation within the IS, to information retrieval or execution of a transaction. User satisfaction refers to system users’ opinions of the IS. It should cover the entire experience from log-in to log-out. Net benefits are the most important IS success measures. They are the balance of positive and negative impacts of the IS. Net benefit measures are determined by the context and
objective of each IS and cannot be individually analysed and understood without knowing the context and objectives of the introduction of the system.

This model provides the causal relationships of the various factors that determine the output for the introduction of an IS [39]. It also provides adequate reference points from the perspective of technical success, semantic success and effectiveness. Technical success is measured by ‘system quality’. Semantic success is measured by ‘information quality’. Effectiveness is manifested by ‘use, user satisfaction, individual impacts and organisational impacts’ [37]. As DeLone and McLean [37] note, the variables in the model will be positive or negative according to the context – the system and the interaction between the system and its end-users. The broad scope of this model provides a solid framework for categorising the consequences of introducing IS into organisations as well as the causes for the consequences.

2.2. The EHR systems implemented
Two commercial aged care EHR systems (System X and Y) from two different companies were used by the RACHs. System X was used in a regional RACH. System Y was used in 6 urban, 1 regional and 1 rural RACH. The EHR systems contained demographics, assessments, care plans, progress notes, vital signs, past medical history and current medical diagnosis. One system (System Y) had a shift hand-over module and a module for the calculation of funding levels according to the Australian government aged care funding instrument (ACFI) – an important part of health records in RACHs, which was used to appraise a resident’s dependency or need for care by the Australian Government in determining the level of funding to RACHs. The EHR systems also provided the function for end users to build forms.

2.3. Participants and data collection
Ethics approval was granted by the institutional ethics committee. The date and time of access to RACHs was agreed upon between the second author (PY) who conducted the interviews and the management of the relevant organisation. Interview questions were framed according to the D&M IS Success Model and were designed to elicit nursing staff’s perceptions of the implementation processes and outcomes of the EHR. The instrument validation process is described in [11].
110 nursing staff members participated in interviews over two time periods: January 2009 to December 2009 and December 2010 to February 2011. PY conducted the interviews. On each visit to a site, she first asked the management about staffing arrangement, then recruited participants through convenience sampling. At each site, the staff members in all job roles were interviewed. The interview was concluded when no further issues emerged, i.e., at the point of saturation. End users of the EHR system in all types of positions were selected to fully understand the perceptions of the different levels of users. The informants included 45 personal care workers (PCWs), 6 endorsed enrolled nurses (EENs) or enrolled nurses (ENs), 15 registered nurses (RNs), 31 managers and 13 other staff. The data captured included the type of aged care home (high care or low care), the staff member’s gender, the years s/he had worked in the RACH, his/her previous computer literacy level and training experience with the EHR system, as well as the care staff member’s perceptions about strength, weakness, opportunities and any perceived threat brought about by the introduction of the EHR system. To avoid embarrassment, their age was not explicitly asked but guessed by the interviewee. The semi-structured interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed by professional transcribers into Microsoft Word documents. The total recording time is approximately 32 hours, with 428 pages of A4 size transcripts generated.

2.4. Data analysis
The collected transcripts were analysed by the first two authors using the content analysis method in Microsoft Excel. To enhance trustworthiness, data were analysed by the three authors who had not been directly involved in the field data collection. The detailed content analysis methods are described in our published study of the benefits of the EHRs [11]. All the quotations from the transcripts that were related to UACs and their causes were selected, copied to and analysed in an Excel spreadsheet. Various functions of Excel including highlighting cells, data sorting, filtering, cell counting and the PivotChart were used together to undertake a grounded theory approach of constant comparison [40]. The quotations were counted and merged into categories. The category system of UACs was continuously refined based on the category framework of our previous study. Final agreement on the category system between the authors was reached after three months of constant comparison and discussion. 266 UACs were identified from the transcripts. Comparison and classification led to 8 categories of UACs. According to the typology that Campbell et al. [17] established, this number is considered ideal because it is small enough to be manageable, yet broad enough
for the researchers to examine the large number of issues revealed in the data set. Any difference in classification was resolved in discussions among research team members until full agreement was reached.

3. Results

Despite one PCW declined to be interviewed, stating the reason to be that she was in the process of leaving the organisation and it was not neutral for her to comment on the system in her organisation, all the informants the interviewer approached gave the consent and participated in the interview. In total, 85 (78%) interviewees mentioned certain type of UAC. This includes 11 (35%) managers, 7 (47%) RNs, 2 (33%) EENs, 10 (22%) PCWs and 4 (31%) other staff. The impression of the interviewer was that about 70 (64%) interviewees were in the age group of between 40 and 55, 25 (23%) were in their 30s, 8 (7%) were in the age group of between 55 and 65, and 6 (5%) of interviewees were in their 20s. In accordance with the demographic profile of aged care workers in Australia [41], 102 (93%) interviewees were female staff members.

Eight categories of UAC emerged from the 266 recordings. In descending order of number and percentage of staff mentioning them, they are: inadequate functionality and poor interface design of the EHR system, resistance to using the system, increased complexity of information management, concerns about access, increased documentation burden, a reduction in communication, lack of space to place enough computers in the work place and increasing difficulties in delivering care services (Table 1). The key findings about the staff members’ perceptions of these UACs are presented in the following sections.

Insert Table 1 here.

3.1. Inability/difficulty to input data and retrieve information

40 nursing staff members (43%) suggested 75 times that the inadequate functionality and poor user-interface design caused inability/difficulty to input data and retrieve information for the provision of care services that were supposed to be supported by the system. The main functions which were considered inadequate included a lack of certain types of electronic forms, inefficient support for the development of care plans, the inability to quickly find the relevant information in certain sections of forms or charts, poor interoperability with other IS systems used by other health service providers, difficulty in generating reports and predicting trends, and a
lack of a built-in spell-check function. Staff members’ reports about inadequate user-interface are discussed next.

Four nursing staff members at different levels raised problems with filling in the forms. The options in the assessment were too ‘black and white’ to represent a true picture of a resident. Many options in drop-down lists were inappropriate in the pain and wound chart. And free text was not allowed to be inputted in this kind of field, which the care staff thought would have been useful.

*For example with wound care it simply says what colour is the wound – red, yellow or black. That was all the information you could provide...you often can’t put your own information in.* – Manager 324

Suggestions about redesign of the forms were heard in the interviews. One PCW reported that the place where they needed to enter the information was ‘odd’, while another manager thought the forms were too long, and could be simplified. Another manager pointed out that after a system update she could no longer see at a glance who had wounds, so they stopped using the charts in the system.

*For example the sacrum... that’s one of the biggest wounds and we can’t even click on it. We go back to the C11.* – Manager 371

**A lack of certain types of electronic forms**

23 entries from 16 nursing staff members (15%) reported the problem of an inadequate number of electronic forms in the EHR system. More than half of them came from Organisation 1 because handover functions and the assessment forms for the Australian government Aged Care Funding Instrument (ACFI) were not built into System X even though nursing staff members felt strongly that these two functions were needed. A variety of other additional missing forms were suggested. These included fall risk assessments, medication management charts, an electronic version of the maintenance book, restraint charts, urinary output charts, pain assessments, particular forms such as initial physiotherapy assessments for allied health professionals (AHPs), leisure interests for diversional therapists, letters and lifestyle assessments for recreational activities officers.

It was recommended that the forms and functions in the EHR system should be continuously updated to remain relevant to the needs of recording daily care routines and outcomes.
So unless there can be a handover, using [System X], I don’t think it would improve things straight away. – RN 256

A few charts we do, that would be to say the restraint charts, the urinary output chart, pain assessment chart that we use. The output chart on [System Y] would be awesome. – PCW 453

**Inefficient support for care plan development**

Seven nursing staff members (6%) suggested that the procedure for the development of the electronic care plan was inefficient. One RN wished to switch care plans among residents and copy useful information from one to another who needed similar care services. A PCW and a manager wanted to see the relevant information that had already been entered into progress notes in the EHR system be automatically populated into the care plan page. It was suggested that resuscitation and safety issues be included in the electronic care plan. In a physio assistant’s opinion, the electronic care plans could be shortened and made more concise, so that RNs and nursing managers could evaluate them more quickly and easily.

*I would like the progress notes to go into the care plans because a lot of the behaviours are captured in the progress notes. So for instance if a pain chart hasn’t been done it is not captured in the care plans.* – PCW 276

*I would like the system to automatically generate a care plan based on what is already entered into the system about one person because all the information is there but we then still have to put together the care plan. That would be fantastic, and it would save so much time.* – Manager 305

Another manager reported that the system did not change the review date of a care plan when she evaluated it.

The only way of updating a care plan was to create a new one; however it was difficult and time-consuming to do that because when she wanted to refer to the original care plan, she had to go through the archives. The manager expressed the view that it was easier to review and update a care plan on paper.

*...on the paper-based you would have your list of evaluations, and you can see where it has been crossed out, and the number of times a person has been to a specialist has been recorded and when they had been to a dentist. It was easy to determine when they needed to go to the dentist next.* – Manager 325

**Inability to quickly find the relevant information at certain sections of forms or charts**

One RN expressed her frustration with the layout and design of the forms slowing her down:
When moving between say each bowel chart, you have to go a long way round instead of having a quick link in between. – PCW 588

Eight nursing staff members (7%) expressed their need to move quickly from the current view to other information they needed to see, for example: moving to another resident’s information within the same type of form/chart, jumping to another section within the same form by either keyword search or searching the title of the section or scrolling backward to the previously entered information on the same type of form/chart for the same people by simply clicking a button on the screen.

**Poor interoperability with the IS systems used by other health service providers**

Three managers and one customer service officer mentioned their concern with the poor interoperability of the EHR system with other IS systems used in the organisation. They suggested that outside health care providers, especially GPs, would like to access the aged care EHR system as it would be easier for the GPs to input data into their own system and let nursing staff members in an RACH access the information in the aged care EHR system.

Another manager wanted to access the system when she accompanied a resident to hospital and wrote the progress notes the same day, however she could only enter the notes into the computer when she came back to the aged care home. Establishing interoperability between the aged care EHR system and the IS in a hospital or a GP’s office would solve the problem.

*As technology expands I think [the EHR system] should hopefully expand and I guess link in with other allied health and doctors and things like that.* – Manager 279

The doctors we are having a lot of problems with them. They are very reluctant to use them because they believe there are too many systems everywhere they go, and they are too busy. They only want to scribble on a piece of paper and zoom out again...All up it is about 13 doctors [come to our RACH]...They all have access, and I even ask them if they would like me to show them how to use the system, as it might be easier for them, and they always reply that they are in a rush. – Manager 82

**Difficulty in generating reports and predicting trends**

A physiotherapist assistant expressed her frustration that the reporting and graph generation functions were missing. A report or graph generated as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to show trends would be welcomed.
Managers had to review a large amount of documentation to find information. Two managers suggested a function which could show a trend or a pattern from the change of patient data (e.g. weight) during a certain period of time.

...when you are looking at weight, you can’t easily see: oh they have lost half a kilo in a week. Sometimes it’s difficult to have to click through a dozen pages to find the information. If some information was all on one chart that would be better. – Manager 326

The lack of a built-in spell-check function
Seven nursing staff members mentioned that they would like to have a spell-check function in the EHR system. One reason was that spell-check could save nursing staff members time spent proof reading and changing wording. It would also be convenient for care workers who have a lower level of English literacy to enter data correctly.

Then only problem I think is people’s spelling... also when you are typing really quickly, the fact it doesn’t give you a line when you spelt something wrong like in Word. – Other 578

The additional functions needed
A manager suggested a form validation function when nursing staff members filled in charts and forms. There were a number of blanks in charts and forms which could be defined as required fields that must be filled before the form could be saved. In addition, some documents could also be defined as required to be created or updated after a certain period of time. If they were not finished in time, the system could notify the nursing staff to do it. This function would be useful for managers to auditing the documentation.

Perhaps if a progress note hasn’t been filled in after a certain time, a notification would pop up, or an alarm or something; or something like blood pressure, if somebody’s blood pressure is not put in, it will alert us... That would be good rather than me having to manually double check to make sure everything is filled in; or something like the program restricts you from filling in your progress notes until other important tasks such as blood pressure have been recorded. – Manager 349

After a system update, a manager found one of the useful functions had disappeared. The information in certain assessment forms used to be linked with the progress notes and she would like to see it reinstated.

I mean before the [System Y] upgrade a lot of the assessments we did were directly linked with the progress notes, and now it’s not and I don’t like that. – Manager 341
3.2. Resistance to using the system

Some staff attitudes toward reading and entering data in the EHR system were found to be negative. 47 entries recorded from 34 (31%) nursing staff members reported the problem of resistance to using the EHR system by their colleagues or themselves. The reasons for resistance are analysed in the following sections.

**Who was resistant to use the EHR system?**

17 entries from 15 nursing staff members (14%) mentioned that they thought there was still a small number of nursing staff members at all levels who were reluctant to use the EHR system.

15 nursing staff members (14%) reported some of the GPs who visited the RACH never used or were reluctant to use the EHR system in the RACH. Two staff members reported a physiotherapist did not record in the system. A manager self-reported that she preferred the old way of documentation in the paper folder and forms. Three reported RNs’ difficulty in accepting the new EHR system. In particular it was said that one experienced RN ‘will come to work as long as we don’t have to use the computer’. Five nursing staff members (5%) reported that some PCWs were resistant to documenting in the EHR system.

*So we have to be careful that we refer to in written notes...They [the doctors] would rather you hand them the written note, and they scribble what they want to do. On computers they have to put in the password, then flick, and do a few procedures before they can start writing their progress notes. Sometimes it’s too hard. – Manager 67*

*She [the physiotherapist] has good computer skills, she has a laptop of her own but she doesn't particularly want to. She charges us about $110 an hour. She came for three hours and she said you'd need an extra hour if you wanted her to use a computer. That's why I transfer it [her documentation work] over because obviously I cost them a lot less than she does. – Other 154*

**Why are some staff members reluctant to use the EHR system?**

36 nursing staff members (33%) expressed their opinions about why some nursing staff members were reluctant to use the EHR system. The reasons included the age of the nursing staff, a lack of computer skill, a lack of documentation skill and a combination of time limitations as well as staff preference for spending time with the residents. 13 (12%) nursing staff members reported slow adoption of the EHR system and they attributed the phenomenon to unwillingness to change and time pressure. The age factor was mentioned by 8 nursing staff members (7%). Low computer literacy or lack of typing skill was mentioned by 10 (9%) of
nursing staff members. This occurred at all levels of nursing staff members and outside health care providers. Limited time and preference for providing direct care over documentation were also mentioned by 10 nursing staff members (9%), who believed that the problem occurred with GPs, a physiotherapist, ENs and PCWs. The language barrier and lack of documentation skill were also mentioned by some nursing staff members. Many staff members, including cleaners, catering staff and PCWs in RACHs, came from non-English-speaking backgrounds. They were more likely to struggle with using the correct language and were sometimes not fully skilled in documentation.

When you have got people in the workforce who have been here for 20 years, they are not as familiar with computers as the younger generation are so it is a little bit of a fear factor...I think that the big risk is that we have half of them using it and half of them not, so there is not that collaboration...The younger staff would have gone ‘oh this is fantastic’ because for them it is what they do; whereas for the older staff who have never turned a computer on, it is very, very daunting. – Manager 73

The outside health care providers, such as doctors, were the group of people who were most likely to not use the EHR system. The reasons for GPs not using the system included: wanting to use their own electronic or paper-based system instead of recording duplicate information in 2 systems, which showed their concerns about system interoperability because of the data entered in the EHR systems in RACHs being unable to be sent back to their own offices and systems; having concerns about information security; lacking familiarity with computers; forgetting their account name and/or password or being too busy to record data.

### 3.3. Increased complexity of information management

The implementation of EHR systems was expected to improve information management by enabling more information to be processed faster electronically, reducing paper documents as well as improving the quality of health records. However, not all the nursing staff members agreed that such benefits had been fully realised. 50 entries from 34 (31%) staff members mentioned UCs of the system on the RACHs. The UCs were grouped into 4 categories: different versions of the same document used by different RACHS in the same organisation, problems of data storage, difficulties of managing information on both electronic and paper-based documentation systems and decreased quality of health records.
Different versions of the same document used by different RACHs in the same organisation

A manager from Organisation 2 expressed her frustration in auditing health records in System Y. There were multiple RACHs belonging to Organisation 2, however different RACHs were using different versions of the system. The manager felt confused and thought that it was more time consuming for her to go through the same type of documents in the various different versions.

*We need to be consistent throughout the region to eliminate different versions of [System Y]...when I’m auditing someone else’s progress notes and doing clinical research. I have to think, what version are they using? Are they using the old version, the new version? That’s what can be time-consuming on my part.* – Manager 129

Problems of data storage

A few nursing staff members felt frustrated when they encountered problems in data storage. Two managers from Organisation 2 mentioned that they lost data such as care plans and some charts they had entered but which had not been saved by the system. The reasons might be user error caused by nursing staff members who did not save the records or error by EHR System Y itself.

Other complaints were about whether a saved EHR could be changed or not. A manager who used System Y reported that the error she made in documentation could not be deleted when she wanted to. However another PCW who used System X expressed her concern when she saw the record could be modified by other staff members, as she said:

*The only thing I am not happy with is how you can go in and edit someone else’s work if you want to. You can go into someone’s work and edit without them knowing...you shouldn’t be able to go into someone else’s notes. Like you can’t do that on paper but you can on computer.* – PCW 36

Discussion with the managers suggested that although changes were allowed to be made to the recorded data in EHR System Y, any changes, along with the ID of the person who made the change and the date of the change, were recorded in the system log permanently to comply with legal requirements for resident health records. So the PCW’s concern was originated from a lack of understanding about how the system handling changes made to a saved record, suggesting a lack of communication of the information to her.
Difficulties of managing information in ‘mixed’ system of paper-based and electronic documentation

None of the RACHs surveyed made a complete transfer to the digital system from their paper-based documentation practice. Some of the paper documents were kept because nursing staff members thought it was not practical to enter certain types of records on computers. Such documents were still on paper in Organisations 1 and 3. These included (though not in all of the RACHs) the communication book (for example, records of haircuts and fingernail cutting), the nursing diary (for example, records of visitors and appointments), incident forms (accident reports), residents’ files (for example, catheter changes), attending doctor’s book or other documents that were prepared for use by outside health care providers, medication charts, bowel charts, showering and washing charts, wound charts, pain assessments and dressing charts.

One of the causes of this was the inconvenience of accessing the EHR system because there was a shortage of computers and the staff members were too busy to access the computers at the nurses’ station during the care delivery process. Other reasons included lack of functions for the allied health professionals to initiate their assessments or draw diagrams in the system, inefficiency of entering data and system downtime. For these reasons, nursing staff members still could not entirely avoid the paper-based documentation system.

*Personal care records are still on paper because nurses have to fill them in on every shift and it just wasn’t practical to have 4 nurses at 3 o’clock trying to get on a computer. So we keep on a paper basis.* – Manager 176

*And we tend to still do our bowel charts on paper. And personal care records such as the fact that staff have showered on that day, we find that if it was on the computer, it would be very slow and haphazard. Plus you have to go into each individual resident to do that, whereas you can have that on one piece of paper for the staff.* – Other 204

All the RACHs had paper-based documentation backup systems in case the EHR system went down. In some RACHs, staff recorded on paper when the system was shut down and scanned the paper documents into computers afterwards. In other RACHs, staff just entered ‘the system was down on the day’ in the EHR system. Staff members were also using printed health records. Printed care plans were put into wards for easy access by nursing staff members or just for RNs to evaluate. Some nursing staff members thought that having
a paper documentation system and the EHR system at the same time had reduced the administrative efficiency and increased the difficulty of managing information.

One that I find difficult that we do is a nursing care plan - not the formulation of, but when you do the evaluation, and we take a hard copy. But if you do that every 2 months you think 'look at all this paper' which to me is defeating the purpose of having an electronic system. – Manager 178

I suppose eventually when everything’s moved over to the computer, and there’s no more paper – well I mean there has to be some paper – but when everything’s that goes on there... um... yeah. I think it will be a lot less confusing when it’s all on one thing. – RN 192

Decreased quality of health records
There were 20 entries from 19 nursing staff members (17%) who reported that the quality of health records was not improved or even deteriorated. The complaints focused on the content of health records being inaccurate, incomplete or out-of-date.

The accuracy of the information from the EHR systems was perceived to be somewhat worse by 9 (8%) nursing staff members interviewed. This included 3 (10%) managers, 2 (13%) RNs, 2 (4%) PCWs and 2 (15%) other staff. A manager reported that newly recruited staff using System X could not get their own account to log-on the system so they logged on through a generic account. From the manager’s point of view, this removed responsibility for quality documentation because it meant that there was no individual signature. The manager also mentioned that the system was not updated since its initial introduction in 2006 and the lack of technical support from either the vendor or the IS services in the organisation caused this situation. Meanwhile, according to some staff members using System Y, some electronic forms asked for wrong information to be filled in and gave wrong options. This meant that the essential information these staff should have been entering could not be entered in the system.

They [new recruited staff] have to do it through generic login. So in some ways, it removes some of their responsibility...traceable from a quality point of view, that [it's not good because the documents are meant to be signed individually] is not correct. – Manager 64

Except sometimes when you are filling out forms there isn’t an option that is appropriate, and if you could scrub out the options and write your own... You know, for wound care or something you might have several different options, none of them was exactly the right one. –RN 164
Six nursing staff members (5%) who thought the information in the EHR systems was incomplete, possibly because the scope and content of the electronic form were not designed properly for them to enter rich and complete information in comparison with the flexibility given by the previous paper documents. Also, as mentioned above, at times there were signatures missing in the EHR system because of the inconvenience of accessing the system. In addition, staff members were just too busy to finish all the documents or a few staff members did not treat all types of health records seriously.

_Sometimes you don’t get time to do your progress notes. Always get your bowels done whether they’ve had their bowel charts, they are pretty important. But progress notes they don’t, depended whether you get time.’ – PCW 135_

The information in the EHR systems was not always up-to-date. In Organisation 1, 4 staff members reported that they encountered synchronisation problems when using System X. Nursing staff reported that the information they saved in the system disappeared for 2 weeks, and the transfer of information they entered in a notebook to a desktop computer was too time-consuming. Another staff member complained that because of the limited number of computers, she could not access one during her shift. When that happened, she would document one day later so the information was not entered in a timely fashion...

_Like it [the EHR system] worked fine every morning, then the last part of the day it [the laptop] didn’t connect to the wireless. It saved everything I put on. But then I had to hook it up in [person X]’s office, with the cable, and then we had to wait for it to download everything that I’d typed so I could run off a sheet for every unit as to what happened on doctor’s day. – RN 54_

3.4. Concerns about access
40 entries from 33 nursing staff members (30%) reported concerns about access to the EHR system. There were 3 reasons for this: an inadequate number of computers on the floor, technical problems and end-user mistakes.

_Inadequate number of computers_
14 (13%) nursing staff members, including 2 (6%) managers, 3 (20%) RNs, 5 (11%) PCWs and 4 (30%) others from all 3 organisations reported that there was an inadequate number of computers on the floor, especially on day and afternoon shifts in high care homes. They reported that the AHPs and RNs had priority to use the computers, so sometimes it could be difficult for a PCW to access the EHR system. The PCWs
were used to documenting at the end of a shift but because the computers might all be occupied by then, some PCWs tried to document during break time or any other time they could squeeze in for documentation, and this was not always achievable. The nursing staff members would either ask their colleagues to let them use the computers or choose not to document at that time.

*We have three [computers] on south wing. I think there are two in the RN’s office. There’s I think two in the staff room and then there are many on the other side of the wing. I don’t know. But there are times when we are running around trying to find a computer.* – PCW 224

**Technical problems**

Technical problems were either caused by the EHR system itself or third-party products. These problems were usually solved quickly. The other technical problems included inappropriate use of the system and a lack of portability of the devices used to access the system.

**Third-party product failures**: The technical problems caused by third-party product failures included temporary power outages, lack of internet access and hardware breakdown.

When the EHR system broke down, the nursing staff could only rely on limited information in their paper-based back-up records, which caused frustration with the EHR system.

*[Person A] can’t do it [the documentation] because the computer has been overhauled. So the hard drive’s been replaced ...* – RN 56

**Inappropriate use of the system**: Inappropriate use of the system occurred when a nursing staff member would log on to a vacant computer for a long period of time without using it, and this blocked access by others to the EHR system.

*When you do have time and you do find that five-minute window, somebody is already [logged] on the computer...I have to switch it off, and then you have to wait for it to reboot again. And by the time you’re ready to start, the buzzers are going again and you’ve got to go...it’s very inconsiderate I think, that somebody hasn’t logged off.* – PCW 52

**Device portability**: There were 5 nursing staff members (5%) who had concerns with the portability of the devices that were used to access the EHR system – computers were simply more cumbersome than a piece of paper. When staff members took notes while in a ward or conference room, paper records were convenient to
carry. It was difficult to carry a computer for data entry while walking and talking. In addition, a manager reported that she could not access the system when she took a resident to a hospital.

*But if you’ve got a piece of paper on you, you can be walking and still jotting down really quickly as you go.* – PCW 11

*If I go with a resident to hospital I can’t write the progress notes until I get back, so I had to write it early the next morning.* – Manager 101

### 3.5. Increased documentation burden

30 entries from 24 nursing staff members (22%) reported that it was inconvenient and inefficient to use the EHR system, citing the time-consuming nature and/or inconvenience of log-in, data entry and retrieval. Some nursing staff members complained that the log-in speed was slow.

*I think that they [the doctors] do have some complaints, saying the log in process is too long and with that process, they would have already finished their handwriting.* – Other 203

The slow speed of the computer and the slow process for nursing staff members to interact with the system were also reasons why it was time-consuming to use the EHR systems.

*It is good because the RN uses the one at the desk, and these notebooks are slow.* – RN 29

17 nursing staff members (15%) thought using the EHR system was too time-consuming for data entry. Some charts were perceived to be complicated enough to confuse nursing staff. Some nursing staff members were unhappy with the EHR system providing a different process and poor workflow of documentation in comparison with their previous paper-based system. Six entries from 6 nursing staff members (5%) stated that it took time and many steps to open up the charts and forms nursing staff members intended to review, causing them to spend more time on finding the relevant pages for data entry. It was reported that some relevant information had to be entered into different pages of the EHR system, which was illogical and inconvenient.

Some particular types of data, such as bowel charts and progress notes, were perceived to be quicker to write down than to enter into computers. This is because accessing a piece of paper was easier than moving between a computer and a ward, and waiting for log-in. To save time, some nursing staff members chose to
take a piece of paper with them to note the important information right after finishing the task, and then enter the data into the computer at the end of a shift.

*I don’t think it [the EHR system] is quick because when you are on the job and something happens, it is better to make notes on your piece of paper that you have with you, with the resident’s name than to stop what you are doing and then go make progress notes. No, you have to do it at the end of the shift.* – PCW 12

*I find sometimes the computer doesn’t work quickly enough.* – Other 183

*I’m particularly slow. I usually leave my documentation until the last thing so that if I need a bit of extra time I can stay a bit later.* – RN 167

A PCW reported dissatisfaction with search results. A manager reported the difficulties in retrieving all of the charts and assessments for completing the funding instrument ACFI.

*You’ve got to click down to another page and when you’ve found it, it automatically goes back to creating a new form – it’s just a bit cumbersome, it isn’t difficult but it’s the only thing that is a little bit time-consuming, particularly when I’m doing ACFI assessments and I want to see what charts and assessments have been done and I want to see that they’re all in there.* – Manager 175

### 3.6. The reduction in communication

There were 9 nursing staff members (8%) who suggested that the introduction of the EHR system did not facilitate communication either internally among staff, or externally with outside health care providers. One manager expressed her worry about staff losing the sense of belonging with the introduction of the EHR system, because of the reduction in face-to-face communication and this was perceived to affect team work negatively.

It was reported that some nursing staff members still relied on verbal communication. In particular, some PCWs preferred to ask RNs for up-to-date information rather than accessing the systems by themselves. Because the RNs were already on computers, asking was quicker than checking on other computers or perhaps this was simply the culture in the RACHs. The low adoption of the EHR systems by the doctors hindered communication between the doctors and nursing staff. In addition, it was reported that some staff did
not send a resident’s health information to the hospital when the person was transferred to hospital because they were not familiar enough with the system to retrieve the relevant information.

*However I know of other staff who aren’t that familiar with [System X] who don’t use it in that way. They wouldn’t send that information to hospitals, so that’s when we get phone calls ‘does so and so normally communicate in this way’. – Other 5*

### 3.7. Lack of space to place enough computers in the work place

Nine participants reported that after the implementation of the EHR system, more space was required to place an adequate number of computers. Compared to handwriting on paper-based records, computers required more space in nurses’ stations or offices. With several computers the office could be crowded, a manager stated. She realised that the RACH needed more computers for staff members, and it was a challenge to find more space for these computers.

Although the computers were usually located in nurses’ stations and offices, 8 nursing staff members (7%) suggested other locations. Apart from the suggestion of evenly distributing the computers in the building, an overwhelming majority suggested placing the computers in quiet areas so they could sit down and concentrate on entering data into the EHR systems, especially for lengthy documentation. This would be conducive to reducing time on documentation. On the other hand, even though more computers were needed, it was suggested that there was actually no room to place them. One manager suggested that computer space needs to be considered in the designing of a new RACH.

*So a couple more [computers] in quiet areas would be good. Like when you’re doing normal notes or progress notes on the floor, it’s not a problem. But when you are doing a long job, it becomes a problem. – PCW 570*

### 3.8. Increasing difficulties in delivering care services

Although it was agreed that the EHR systems facilitated documentation, 7 staff members believed that the system did nothing to improve clinical processes and care services, which remained the same before and after the introduction of the EHR system. In fact, 5 nursing staff members (5%) commented that the EHR system made it more difficult to deliver care services compared with the previous paper-based system.
The UCs in this category were further classified into 2 sub-categories: no difference in care decision making and potential risks of lacking care follow-up.

**No difference in care decision making**

The nursing staff members who thought there was no difference in the quality of care before and after EHR implementation all focused on the impact of the EHR system on care decision making, which was not believed to have been improved. Three entries from 3 nursing staff members (3%) reported this. One reason was that older nursing staff did not use the system effectively because they were not computer literate. One nursing staff member who reported the issue came from Organisation 1 using System X, the other 2 came from Organisation 3 using System Y. They believed that the system they were using would help them to retrieve previous records but had no direct impact on their care decisions making. They emphasised that it was not the system, but nursing staff members who made the care decisions.

*For carers on the floor, I don’t think the software itself makes their job any easier or worse. I think it makes documentation easier. For me the clinical process or the caring, documentation whether paper based or electronic, it’s just a component of that, the actual care is not different.* – Manager 20

*No, [System Y] does not help you make decisions as far as your nursing decisions go. That’s something that I think we do. I suppose if you are looking at what you’ve done in the previous week or something, then [System Y] can help but it’s only about the documentation that nurses put in there anyway.* – RN 206

**Potential risks of lacking care follow-up**

The risks related to care follow-up were also reported. The staff could follow up the wrong care services because they were not always accessing real-time information. In Organisation 2, care practice involved staff members putting hardcopy care plans in the wards. A manager from this organisation reported the risk of staff accessing out-of-date hardcopy care plans in the ward even though the electronic care plan had been updated. A physiotherapist expressed her concern that the staff on the next shift or the next day might not be aware of changes that had been made on residents’ records.

*If I go into the notes and write something in today...if someone comes in tomorrow or the next day, they don’t go back to that page. They don’t know that I’ve seen them...I don’t see the same*
people all the time, and some people I might only see once a week. And it might be just harder to flick back once a week on a computer screen than it is on a paper. – Other 137

4. Discussion

After an extensive reporting of the benefits of EHR systems in RACHs, this study focused on identifying UAC caused by the introduction of these systems in the same organisations. The authors interviewed 110 users of two different EHR systems used in 9 RACHs belonging to 3 aged care organisations in three states/territories in Australia. The transcripts were analysed to elicit content information about UACs. 78% of nursing staff members had encountered different types and different levels of UACs in all participant RACHs. DeLone and McLean’s Information Systems Success Model provided a conceptual framework for the establishment of a classification system of UACs. The classification system established by Campbell et al. [17] was also referenced. The structure of the article follows the STARE-HI guideline for health informatics evaluation studies [42].

The identified UACs were classified into 8 categories: inability/difficulty in data entry and information retrieval, resistance to using the system, increased complexity of information management, concerns about access, increased documentation burden, the reduction of communication, lack of space to place enough computers in the work place and increasing difficulties in delivering care services.

In the previous study, the authors classified the benefits of the same EHR systems based on the same data set. The purpose of introducing EHR systems in RACHs was to bring benefits such as improvement of documentation quality and efficiency, general information management, communication, quality of aged care services and reduction of documentation burden on nursing staff [1-9, 11]. To give a balanced view of the impact of the EHR systems on information management and aged care services, a comparison of the number and percent of participants reporting the benefits (refer to [11]) and the UACs is given in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 here.

The results presented in Table 2 suggest that more benefits than UACs were realised by the introduction of the EHR systems in the RACHs. The 6 categories of net benefits mentioned by the nursing staff in the participating RACHs were: increasing the amount of information content that had facilitated nursing staff’s
work, empowering nursing staff, facilitating communication between nursing staff and the residents, improving access to funding, facilitating care quality control and educational benefits.

More nursing staff members praised five categories of benefits than mentioning the counter UACs. 89 staff members saw the most significant benefit as improving convenience and efficiency in documentation. Conversely, 24 participants considered the EHR systems to be inefficient. More staff members praised the improvement in information management than those who complained about its increased complexity (48 vs. 34 staff members). Approximately one third of the participants agreed that the system improved their access to the documentation system (39), thus facilitating communication (33) and care quality improvement (33). On the contrary, relatively few participants complained the system had hindered their access to the documentation system (33) and communication (9), causing difficulties in care service delivery in comparison with the paper-based system (7).

Inability/difficulty in data entry and information retrieval caused by inadequate functionality and poor interface design of the EHR systems (44), user resistance (34) and lack of space to place enough computers in the workplace (9) were perceived to be substantial UACs hindering the realisation of EHR benefits. These, together with other UACs, should be controlled and ideally eliminated for the continued sustainable use of the systems. Otherwise the unsatisfied users may be reluctant or even refuse to use the system to enter the essential clinical records and resort back to paper.

Such EHR avoidance was heard of by the authors after the completion of the study. User resistance to entering essential clinical data may cause missing health records, which is a direct risk to safety of the residents many suffering from multiple complications [43] or memory loss [44]. It has the potential to cause medical errors in the care for these vulnerable and frail people [24-27]. Thus it is a serious concern that needs to be appropriately managed.

The number and types of UACs varied in different RACHs, possibly caused by the differences in many environmental and system factors. The initial conditions may include the structure, culture, staffing, job allocation and normalised work practices in the RACH, in addition to its architectural design, layout and physical infrastructure. The system factors include the differences in functionality between the two EHR
systems and between an EHR system and the previous paper records, the compatibility of EHR systems with nursing staff members’ workflow and information needs. Another factor is the way the system was introduced which may include implementation strategies, training and support mechanisms to orientate and improve end users’ knowledge and capacity in using computer, the EHR system and nursing documentation. An in-depth discussion of the causal factors of UACs is given in the following sections.

4.1. The UACs caused by initial conditions and the mitigation strategies to deal with them

Some UACs were caused by the initial conditions of the RACHs. For example, internal communication was not facilitated by the EHR system because the nursing staff members prefer verbal communication to pass information, which is common in health and aged care [45, 46]. Indeed, this culture is deeply rooted in healthcare and the simple reason for its prevalence is convenience and effectiveness of communication and collaboration. We should not over-estimate the role of IT in healthcare [34], but we need to develop communication technology in order to support information exchange [47].

There were also concerns about losing human contact [48] and teamwork spirit if care staff members spent too much time on the computer. Campbell et al. [17] emphasise the danger of the UAC of not-on-time or even no care follow-up when changing communication practice from face-to-face to using the computer. Beuscart-Zéphir et al. [49] also identified the problem of reduced doctor-nurse communication when CPOE systems were introduced in three French hospitals. It is recommended that the RACHs monitor the team work of care staff and foster a culture of continuous collaboration.

Decreased accuracy and completeness of information in EHR systems [33] was identified in this study. This presents a risk of decreasing the quality of care service delivery and increasing medication error [24], in addition to the increased difficulty of information management for RNs and nursing managers. It can be caused by the inadequate functionality of the system [29] which did not provide a complete platform for nursing staff members to record the essential data required for nursing care. It should also be noted that the quality of information is also directly linked to the capability of nursing staff in documenting care [50]. Some sub-optimal or fault records in the EHR systems were believed to be entered through human error often by less capable staff.
To our knowledge, the vendors were continuously upgrading the EHR systems to improve the functionality and interface of the systems. When any deficiencies in the system were reported, the vendors were making effort to addressing the deficiencies of the EHR systems. There might be two reasons for the reported incidence of good functions disappearing with upgrades: (1) software deficiency, which would be fixed by the next upgrade; (2) human factor of lacking familiarity with the new interface, which could be solved by a refresher course offered to the users after each software upgrade. The capability of nursing staff in documenting care has also been an ongoing challenge for the residential aged care providers who suffer from workforce shortage, whether using paper or electronic record systems. The solutions for this have varied according to organisational values, size, priorities and resources.

DeLone and McLean suggest that UACs can be caused by user resistance [37]. The three major factors which cause resistance are the perceived nature of professional work, staff attitudes towards information management and time pressure. The GPs were the major professional group who were reluctant to use the EHR systems in RACHs [30] because of their pressure for the diversity of direct medical care within a limited time frame, also they did not see the benefit of data entry for themselves when they could not access the data in their offices. Some nursing staff members were also reluctant to use or even avoided using the EHR system because they saw delivering quality nursing care to the residents as their main duty and resented spending time on administrative work [8]. ‘Too busy providing care to the many residents’ and ‘simply no time to document’ [51] were the main reason. Other factors causing resistance were poor knowledge about the significance of information management for aged care service delivery, ownership of information, a lack of basic computer and documentation skills and resistance to change.

4.2. The UACs caused by the EHR systems
Some UACs were the direct effects of the nature of the EHR systems. For example, some nursing staff members thought that the EHR did nothing to improve their decision-making abilities, as suggested by our observational study [45]. This reflects the fact that although the EHR systems under investigation were successful in automating the paper-based forms, charts and documents, they were yet to build smart decision-support functions to facilitate the nursing staff to solve clinical problems better and faster.
The less favourable quality of the EHR systems was believed to be one of the original sources of UACs [37]. The EHR systems can be inconvenient and inefficient to use [15, 17, 19, 20, 26, 33] for some types of data entry and retrieval, such as continence data collection [32]. Consistent with our finding from the observational study, some staff felt that more time was spent on log-in, data entry and retrieval using the EHR system than doing it on paper [12]. Such inconvenience and inefficiency led to the UACs of hindering aged care service delivery and paper persistence in RACHs [17, 52], both of which were found to be common in the participating RACHs. Fichman et al. [53] also suggest that the continued use of paper records is driven by its convenience and flexibility. This suggests that the EHR systems were not as convenient or as flexible as paper for nurses as they move about the wards. The vendors may easily resolve the inconvenience by re-designing the functions.

In addition, using a mixed system of both electronic and paper documentation had reduced the administrative efficiency and increased the complexity of information management, thus causing RNs to spend more time on documentation, reducing time spent caring for the residents [29, 54]. Berg argues that paper-based documentation provides an active and efficient way to collect and aggregate data, and the flexibility of shuffling through the records and getting an overview [34]. These functions are often under-estimated. It may take a long time and substantial, radical technology innovation for any electronic system to catch up with these advantages of paper-based systems.

The external communication was not fully facilitated by the EHR system simply because of GPs not using it. This UAC lends support to the importance of interoperability and data sharing across healthcare organisations for realising the optimal benefits of EHR, an important goal of the current Australian government initiative of Person-controlled Electronic Health Records (PCEHR).

An easy-to-use EHR system with appropriate functions is fundamental for realising its benefits [8]. In this study, many nursing staff members complained about system performance due to bugs, unfriendly user interface design [17, 20, 25] and lack of functions [33] either specific for an EHR system, such as a lack of certain types of forms and charts, or common functions the staff had seen or used in generic software, such as spell check [29] and diagram drawing. Mismatches between information flow (entering and retrieving data) in
the EHR systems and nursing staff’s workflow and information needs were also common [17-19, 26, 54-57].
This shows that it is important to understand nursing staff members’ information needs and work practice and
design the forms to meet these needs following the optimal process. Local customisation of system function
and knowledge presentation was suggested to be highly useful for fitting the system with specific workflow
and information needs to improve the efficiency of nursing documentation [57-60]. Poor interface design has
long been recognised as a significant barrier to the effective function of clinical information systems in health
care [61]. Re-engineering of the human-computer interface is a solution to some of these problems [49].

The function of pop-up windows to highlight the latest information that a user needs to have when logging on
to the EHR system was greatly appreciated by the nursing staff who used it. This function was seen as
facilitating communication of key organisational messages to nursing staff members on the floor, who often
had no opportunity to have contact with the management team in the organisation.

4.3. The UACs caused by the way the EHR systems were introduced into the
workplace and used by nursing staff
Introducing EHR systems includes an implementation strategy, training and support mechanisms used to help
nursing staff members to adopt the EHR system and the set up of information management infrastructure. All
had significant impact on how the systems were used by the nursing staff. Different versions of electronic
forms, charts and care plans were used by different RACHs in one organisation, causing confusion to clinical
nurse consultants who were responsible for auditing records in these RACHs. This has increased the
complexity of information management in the organisation. It is recommended that this operational
complexity can be eliminated if the RACHs in the organisation take a consensus approach to the design of the
component forms and the interface of each form in the EHR systems.

Jiang et al. [62] suggest that the strategies and practices for promoting user adoption of an IS should differ
according to the type of system introduced or the organisation where the system is introduced. Previous
researchers have provided several useful suggestions for decision makers to consider in developing or
selecting appropriate strategies to promote EHR systems in the health and aged care sectors. In terms of
implementation strategy, strong policy support, engagement and push from top leadership will encourage
nursing staff members to commit to and engage with the system [63]. A flexible change management strategy with an actionable vision outlining realistic goals was suggested for EHR implementation [58].

Shortage of computers [48] was found to be an UAC in this study, including the reported challenges of finding a suitable location for them. It caused difficulties in accessing the EHR system. Alexander et al. [54] suggest the site preparation should begin during the design phase of a new RACH by assessing RACHs for any special accommodation requirements (equipment space, network wiring and end-user space requirements). The number of computers in an RACH varies according to the number of nursing staff and their documentation habits. A quiet place where nursing staff can concentrate on documentation is favored by many for optimal electronic documentation. These problems can be identified by the IT support team in the organisation through the establishment of a convenient communication channel between the end-users and the IT support team. The commitment by top management to ongoing resourcing of continuous system maintenance and upgrade is necessary for the resolving of these challenges.

Portable devices were considered to have the potential to increase the accessibility to the EHR systems [39], however they can generate new problems. Internal communication may be hindered because the wireless synchronisation process transferring information from a notebook to a desktop computer is slow [54]. Long time technology failure may directly lead to EHR avoidance because nursing staff members were conscious about the UACs of overdependence on the technology [17, 55]. Thus a stable and well-performing wireless environment and the presence of technical support staff in an RACH were both suggested, although the cost implication for the second recommendation may need to be justified. Hopefully, the introduction of the national broadband network (NBN) by the Australian government and the fast advancement of wireless network technology will lead to resolving these network infrastructure challenges for EHR systems in the near future.

Consistent with Campbell et al. [17], the challenge for nursing staff to adapt to the use of the EHR systems was commonly found in our study. It was partly caused by their unfamiliarity with, or fear of, computers [5, 64]. This problem suggests, in part, a lack of training. An adequate training program is widely accepted as a facilitator for the adoption of any new technology, including EHRs [48, 54, 64]. It should be provided to
system users during the implementation phase and needs to continue after system implementation [48]. To improve training outcomes, the training program should be properly designed for users to acquire the necessary skills and allow nursing staff members with low computer literacy to learn to use the system at their own pace [63].

4.4. Limitations
One limitation of this reporting is a complete dependency on participants’ subjective perceptions, lack of objective observational data to support the classification of UACs due to space limit. However, we have also conducted extensive observational study [32, 33] in one of the participant RACH and thus were confident with the accordance of this reporting with the observational results. In addition, using the D&M IS Success Model may present challenges for a researcher to approach the data neutrally. The authors made every effort to avoid overemphasis on fitting the data to the constructs in the model by using the principles of grounded theory to classify and compare the context. This is believed to have increased the reliability and validity of the findings. As the findings are drawn from interview data collected from nursing staff in RACHs, caution is required in generalising it.

5. Conclusion
Although the benefits of the EHR systems were obvious[11], introducing EHR systems in RACHs can also cause the unintended adverse consequences of EHR avoidance, difficulty in access, increased complexity in information management, increased documentation burden, reduction of communication and the risks of lacking care follow-up. These could pose negative effects on aged care services. These documented UACs were caused by the initial conditions, the nature of the EHR system and the way the EHR system was introduced in the workplace and used by nursing staff.

Further research should focus on investigating how the UACs can be controlled or eliminated by understanding more about nursing staff’s workflow as well as the information flow in RACHs for the purpose of improving the design of the EHR system to fit with nursing staff’s work process and information needs. This requires a constant software update in response to end users’ feedback. Implementation strategies should
be improved to promote user engagement, acceptance and usage of the system to optimise the value of the EHR systems.
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Research Highlights

What was known before the study?

- Unintended adverse consequences (UAC) are inevitable in the introduction of HIT.
- UACs have been reported in HIT introduction in hospital and primary care settings.
- Knowledge of UACs of EHR in nursing homes is vital for effectively managing them.

What this study has added to the body of knowledge?

- A classification system of UAC of introducing EHR in Australian nursing homes.
- Initial conditions, nature of and the way the EHR systems was introduced and used caused UAC.
- The suggestions for improving the design and management of EHR to reduce UAC.

Summary points

What was known before the study?

- Good quality aged care EHR systems bring in substantial benefits to all stakeholders involved in aged care services; however unintended adverse consequences (UAC) are inevitable with EHR introduction.
The literature has identified a number of UAC of introducing health information technology (HIT) in hospital and primary care settings. These include the negative impact of the system on workflow, workload, cost, user emotion, communication, medical errors and others.

The knowledge of UACs of EHR systems in RACHs is vital for managing them optimally.

What this study has added to the body of knowledge?

- Although the benefits of the EHR systems were obvious, introducing EHR systems in RACHs can also cause 8 types of negative consequences: EHR avoidance, difficulty in access, increased complexity in information management, increased documentation burden, reduction of communication and the risks of lacking care follow-up, which pay posing threat to resident safety.
- The UACs documented in this study were caused by the initial conditions, the nature of the EHR system, and the way the EHR system was introduced in the workplace and used by nursing staff.
- The UACs may be mitigated if the EHR systems are designed to fit with nursing staff members’ workflow and meeting their information needs, and the appropriate training and support mechanisms are in place to promote user confidence with EHR system and nursing documentation in general.
- The proper usage of a well-designed EHR system is essential for optimising the value of the EHR for aged care services.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unintended adverse consequences</th>
<th>Position of staff</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>% of each position</th>
<th>% of total participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inability/difficulty of data entry and information retrieval due to inadequate functionality and</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poor interface design of the EHR systems</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance to using the system</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased complexity of information management</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerns about access</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased documentation burden</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of communication</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of space to accommodate adequate number of computers</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing difficulties in delivering care services</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unintended adverse consequences in total</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCW</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 - The number and percentage of participants mentioning the benefits and the UACs of the EHR systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>% of participants</th>
<th>Unintended Adverse Consequences</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>% of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inadequate functionality and poor interface design of the EHR systems</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience and efficiency in data entry, distribution, storage and retrieval</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>Increased documentation burden</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved quality of nursing documentation</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>Increased complexity of information management</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More information to better understand the residents and the care services, to support peer learning and to facilitate performance appraisal for managers</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of access to the EHR systems</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>Concerns about access</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the communication system</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>The reduction of communication</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The quality of care</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>Increasing difficulties in delivering care services</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff being motivated to enter data into the EHR systems</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Resistance to using the system</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowering nursing staff</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving access to funding</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better work environment</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Lack of space to place enough computers in the work place</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating care quality control</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication between nursing staff and residents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Benefits</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>